The Speaker

Known as a Facilitator of Truth and snow globe shaker, Jeff
Nischwitz is a force of nature and is waking up business and
association audiences across the country with his messages
about conscious leadership, empowering teams and personal
transformation. Big in stature and bigger in heart, Jeff is a giant
in authenticity and is leading audiences on a magical journey
of self-awareness and discovery that is transforming leaders,
organizations, teams, and people! Jeff energizes audiences on a
wide range of topics including leadership, relationship building,
building self-accountable teams, navigating change and
personal transformation. Inviting Jeff to shake up your audience
is an invitation to acceleration, disruptive thinking, and inspired
perspectives designed to create shifts in thinking and outcomes.
Whether you’re looking to grow sales, invigorate your team, build
your leaders or unleash your audiences’ whole other level, Jeff
will empower, inspire and accelerate.

The Author

When Jeff is not on stage sharing an inspirational and
transformational message with an audience, he is a prolific
writer and author. Well known for his unique perspectives
and actionable insights on business, leadership and life, Jeff
offers simple shifts to help people change their outcomes – to
achieve professional and personal transformation. Jeff Nischwitz
is the author of three leadership and business books. Jeff’s
most recent book – Arrows of Truth: Simple Shifts for Personal
Transformation (Eagle Heart Press 2016) – is a workbook style
companion for your journey of leadership and life. Arrows
of Truth is a practical guide for creating real change in your
leadership, relationships and life. Jeff’s personal leadership
book – Unmask: Let Go of Who You’re “Supposed” to Be &
Unleash Your True Leader (Motivational Press 2014) – is a road
map for navigating your own personal journey as a leader in your
business, career, relationships and life. Jeff is also the author
of Think Again! Innovative Approaches to the Business of Law
(American Bar Association 2007), a toolbox for professionals
who want to build and grow a professional services business.
Speaking his language of authenticity, accountability and
acceleration, Jeff’s books offer tangible and actionable shifts to
help grow people, businesses and leaders.

The Businessman

Beginning as a successful lawyer, Jeff first modeled courageous
change when he left the corporate law firm where he was a
partner to take the leap into entrepreneurship to create his own
law firm. After building and growing that firm into a northeast
Ohio success story, Jeff did what few dare to even consider: he
left that which he knew and which was successful to go in search
of his true calling. For Jeff, merely succeeding without loving
what he does was not acceptable. Like many entrepreneurs,
Jeff’s journey had many twists, turns and yes, stumbles, which
Jeff openly shares and speaks on as part of his authentic story
telling—the good, the bad and sometimes the ugly. After several
years of trying to fit into the traditional corporate and business
world, Jeff once again leapt into his true life when he founded
The Nischwitz Group. Jeff now helps entrepreneurs and owners
grow and accelerate their businesses and teams.

The Person

Jeff began his life’s journey in Birmingham, AL as the son of a
professional baseball player (his Dad Ron went on to pitch in
the Majors). After living the life of a baseball brat for 8 years,
Jeff grew up in Dayton, OH and graduated from Ohio Northern
University (B.S. Business Administration). He later received his
J.D. degree from the Ohio State University College of Law. Jeff is
the proud father of his two adult sons, Eric and Kyle. When he’s
not living his passion as a national speaker and transformation
coach, you’ll likely find him exploring Civil War battlefields with
his Dad, playing baseball in the summer, dipping his toes into
an ocean or river, or exploring new cities and areas across the
country and the world. Whether Jeff is on stage at an event,
writing about leadership and life issues, or helping people
unleash their true leader, he not only inspires people to change
but gives them tangible shifts in perspective and action to help
them achieve their desired impact and outcomes.

The Guarantee

Everyone who hears Jeff’s message will be challenged to uncover
their own truth and empowered with different perspectives on
business, leadership and life – all designed to help them enhance
and grow their businesses, relationships and impact.

216.956.6587 | jeff@nischwitzgroup.com

Attendees Are Talking…
“Jeff’s presentations and workshop at our recent conference
in Athens, Greece were exceptional. He managed to challenge
our current views on leadership in an engaging, insightful
and humorous way. His no-nonsense approach and excellent
story telling made our audience take note and I’m sure they
will be implementing his excellent advice. We would definitely
recommend Jeff to anyone who wants a speaker who can
challenge your thinking and keep your audience captivated.
He is a 5-star speaker.”
Tendai White, Executive Director, INPACT Europe,
Middle East & Africa & INPACT Central South America
Jeff Nischwitz at the 2017 London UK Law Expo

Jeff’s Most in Demand Keynotes
Lead The Shift: Accelerating Your Team,
Your Organization and You –
Tools for empowering your leadership and your leaders for
more impact and influence

The Accountability Shift –
Tools for building a culture of self-accountability and execution

The Team Shift: Accelerating your Team,
Results and Impact –
Tools for engaging and empowering your team for more
consistent and predictable execution and outcomes

Just One Step to Your Whole Other Level –
Tools from Jeff’s Camino de Santiago journey for accelerating
your team’s and your performance, impact and outcomes

“Just wanted to say how inspiring I found your presentation
yesterday. I have come back with lots of ideas, but perhaps more
importantly a proper grounding for some of the things that I do
that seem to work and this has given me confidence to push it
further. When you came on stage with your jacket and boots I
said to my managing partner this guy will need to have some
charisma and talent to pull this off. But from the first minute there
was ever any doubt on that score. Thanks so much. Delighted
that you shared your experiences and wisdom with us yesterday.
Keep shaking it up!”
Richard Baker, Stephens Scown LLP Partner,
London UK Law Expo
“Over the years, I’ve had the opportunity to hear some of the
best speakers of our time, such as Zig Ziglar, Tom Hopkins, Tony
Robins. Jeff Nischwitz ‘s recent program was one of the best I
have ever heard. That’s right – one of the best I’ve ever heard.
His delivery was engaging and inspiring, but more importantly
his message was from the heart and delivered to the heart. It
reminded me to take a different look at my life, priorities and
choices, and inspired me to shift gears in many areas. If you’re
looking for someone to deliver an inspirational message with
impact and tangible actions, I encourage you to invite Jeff to
help you shake things up for the better.”
John Sobolewski, Executive Director, Power of More Chambers

Books to grow your leaders,
teams and members!

“You challenged the company with the term ‘changeitude’ –
embracing that it’s better to purposely create change instead of
being a victim of it. I’ve since heard several conversations that
have started with ‘imagine if’ and could see the ideas spinning
in their head. It’s exciting to hear people who previously only
focused on the negative now recognize the importance of
leading change. You’ve energized us with the possibility of new
possibilities! I saw the proverbial lightbulb go on for many as
they identified with your examples about embracing change,
so thank you for that! My new motto for life is ‘the magic only
happens when you shake it up.’”
Barbara Bodemer,
Director of Human Resources,
KIKO Company
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